
ADR
(Version 7, by Michael Kowalski © 2011)

Overview of the ADR Process
This process allows you to do ADR by playing back the picture with its original sound from 

Pro Tools while recording your sound directly back into your Pro Tools session.
The process is simple.The talent hears the line that needs to be replaced followed by three evenly 

spaced beeps and where the fourth beep would fall the talent repeats the line in synch with the 
picture that corresponds to where the line would be. 

Materials needed:
• A Quicktime of your film. This QT should have enough resolution so that we can clearly 

see the actor’s lips.
• Reservation of one of the following pairs of rooms: 232/230, 229/228 or 226/227
• A post production audio kit from the Gold Room or microphones from the lab 

assistants if not already available in the rooms. If you are doing voice-over narration
make sure you use the Rode studio mic.

• A Firewire hard drive
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THE ART AND CRAFT OF ADR
The concept of ADR is to replace the original production dialogue with “clean” dialogue the talent is 

re-recording in sync with the picture in a studio environment.
The problem, of course, is that the talent not only has to match his or her lip movement, but also, and 

perhaps more importantly, the talent has to match, or improve, his or her performance.
Bad  ADR is more often than not a case of bad performance rather than bad lip sync.

Preparing for ADR and The ADR Log:
The first stage of the ADR process involves doing an ADR Spotting Session.
During the spotting session you determine which lines need to be replaced, and you enter these lines 

in to the ADR Log Sheet. 
The ADR Log Sheet is on the “Q” drive in the “Audio Manuals” folder.

HINT: It can be fairly difficult to blend in ADR lines with regular production lines in the same
scene. It is therefore sometimes more expedient to ADR a complete scene than just 
ADR parts of it

Keep in mind when breaking down a scene for ADR that the lines should not be too long.
When recording ADR you will be able to note on the ADR Log all the takes, and any comments you 

might have on any given take.
By identifying the good takes or partial good takes (both for sync and performance) during 

recording you will speed up the ADR editing process.

2 ADR METHODS
There are 2 different methods to record ADR. You should use the one your talent is most 

comfortable with.

1) The first is the traditional “3 beeps” approach. 
1.The talent hears the line, 
2. followed by 3 beeps, 
3. right after the 3rd beep, the picture from the clip that needs to be synced appears on the monitor,
4. and the talent repeats the line in sync with the image.

In order to use this method, 
You need to cut both the picture and sound of your  “guide track” right at the end of the line 

that needs ADR.
Insert 3 beeps at the end of that clip. (Import the “3-beeps” from “FTV 333” folder on the “Q”)
Copy and paste the image only part of the clip that needs  ADR after the third beep.

When the talent is ready “record enable” the “record track” and start “play /recording”
by pressing the red “record” button on the transport.

• Do as many takes as needed.
• Make sure to appropriately name and save each line and take.
• Make sure you are recording to your removable hard drive!
• Write down on your ADR Log which takes are best. 
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You will need to repeat the above process for each line that needs  ADR.

The problem with this 1st method is that some actors, especially does that do not have experience 
doing ADR, focus too much on trying to get good lip sync, while the performance suffers.

The second method addresses this problem.

2) The second approach is the “see, hear, and repeat” method:
Everything is the same as above except that the talent hears and sees the line, and then the 

talent repeats the line as many times as possible without watching any picture.
In order to use this method, 

You need to cut both the picture and sound of your “guide track” right at the end of the line 
that needs  ADR.

Place the “3 beeps” at the end of the line you are replacing.
When the talent is ready “record enable” the “record track” and start “play /recording”

by clicking on the red “record” button on the transport.
Since the talent is not directly syncing to picture, she/he can do as many takes as 
he/she wants without stopping in between takes.

Make sure to carefully save and name each ADR “pass”.

NOTE: Even if you are having the talent do multiple takes on each pass, you should still use the 
“3 beeps” in between each take so that the talent has time to focus on his/her line.

You can also repeat the line that will be replaced multiple times followed by the beeps.
This method relies more on ADR editing (see below) than the 1st method.
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Microphone Pre Amplifier: Boosts the mic. level

Talkback Microphone: 
Allows control room to communicate 
with recording booth.

1. Mic: On (button up)
2. Norm: On (button up)
3. Mic Gain set at 12 o’clock

1. Meter should not clip 
2. Gain set at 12 o’clock

1. Mute button should be “off”.
2. Monitor level: controls volume

of speakers in control room.
1. Mic/line should be on “line”.
2. Gain controls record levels.

3.

2. 2.

2.

2.

1. 1.

1.
1.
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Creating the High Resolution Quicktime File
You should already have a high resolution Quicktime of your film in your Pro Tools session. If so, skip 

ahead to page 4. 
If you do not you not, you need to go back to your original Avid session and generate one. In that case  

follow the steps outlined below:

1. In Avid, open the sequence that contains your final cut.
2. Under “File” menu select “Export” 

An “Export As...” dialogue box will appear.     
Click on the “Export Setting” pulldown menu.
Select “Send to QT Movie” .          

Click on “options”
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Make sure the following are selected in the “Export Settings”:
“Custom” (1)
“Video Only” (2)
“Video Format”: “Width and Height”: “720 x 480” (3)
Check the settings by clicking on  “Format Options”. (4)

Uncheck the “Sound” (1).
Uncheck the “Prepare for Internet Streaming” (2).
Click on the “Settings” button (3) under “Video”.

In the “Movie Settings” window:
The “Compression” setting should be set to “DV/DVCPRO - NTSC” 
Frame Rate: “Current” 
Quality (slider):  “Best” 

Click “Ok” when done.
Click on “Save” at the bottom of the “Export Settings” window.
Label your file “(name of project) HiRes” and to save it to your hard drive.     
Close Avid
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Setting Up  PRO TOOLS:
Use rooms 232/230, 229/228 or 226/227.

Open your Pro Tools session.

Importing the High Resolution Quicktime Movie:
This step is only necessary if you do not already have a 
high resolution Quicktime in your project.

Import the Quicktime Movie:

Select “Import” under the “File” menu

Then select “QuickTime Movie”. 
Import your QuickTime.

In the “Video Import Options” window:

Select the following:

“Destination”: “New Track”

“Location”: “Session Start”

All other boxes should remain unchecked.

Once the Hi Res. Quicktime is in its video track, synch it up with the sound by using the “grabber” tool 
to line it up up with your low resolution Quicktime. 

If for some reason they are not the same length use the 2-pop to synch it up to the sound.
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You should also change the video track setting
You should also change the video track setting
from “frame” to “block” so that it is easier for the 
CPU to refresh your screen when scrolling along 
the timeline (See # a.)

Finally, you can toggle between the two video
tracks (you low res. and high res. versions0 
by clicking on the “0” button (See # b).

from “frame” to “block” so that it is easier for the 
CPU to refresh your screen when scrolling along 
the timeline (See # a.)

Finally, you can toggle between the two video
tracks (you low res. and high res. versions0 
by clicking on the “0” button (See # b).

Picture Playback in Control and Record Booths
Change Video Setting to High Quality Quicktime Playback
Open up your preference settings under the 
top “Set Ups” pull down menu. 

Click on the “Operation” tab.

Halfway down the dialogue box, under “Video”
check the “High Quality Quicktime Image” box.

Setting up your tracks for ADR
Once you have set up your video and guide track you need to set up your guide track and your 

record tracks. 

Create a mono track and label it “ADR Guide”.
(You can label a track by double clicking on the “label” at the head of the track).

Then create a mono track for each one of the characters you are ADR-ing.
Label each one of these tracks by the name of a character.

Shift click on all their labels and drag these tracks up by click and dragging on the top track’s label so 
that they come right after your production tracks.

a.

b.



Setting Up The Microphone(s)
1. We recommend you use either the AT 4073 or AT 4071 production mics. when doing ADR. They are both 

very sensitive microphones make sure you always keep it at least 2 feet away from the talent if not the 
talent’s voice might end up sounding too present and boomy.

2. Make sure the mic is elevated on a mic stand and angled down, 2ft - 3ft from the talent. 
(You are trying to emulate the way a mic would pick up sound if it was on a boom.)

3. Setting up 2 Mic positions:
During professional ADR sessions 2 microphones are used.

• One 2-3 feet away from the talent when trying to match the closer shots.
• The other, 4-5 ft to match longer shots.

Since we can’t always use 2 microphones, you can use one microphone and have the talent adjust 
himself or herself in relation to the microphone depending on what kind of a shot he/she is looping.

You can even put tape marks on the floor to indicate the 2 positions.

WARNING: If the talent is too close to the mic or talks directly into the mic, your ADR will sound 
overly “present.”  It will sound like the talent is talking right into the microphone. There are good 
chances that it will ruin your ADR because it is very difficult to get rid of this effect.

Always make sure the talent respects the proper distance from the mic and does not talk
directly into the microphone. You are trying to emulate production sound, not record voice-over!
Actors do have a tendency to want to talk directly into the mic, so it helps to look into the booth 
every once in a while to make sure they are respecting the proper ADR procedures.

Have your actors stay away from the corners. Corners trap the bass, and your ADR will therefore 
be very bassy.

Check to make sure the microphone(s) is properly connected.
“Record enable” your record track in Pro Tools by clicking on the the red “rec” button at head of the 

record track.

Have someone speak into the microphone and make sure you are getting levels on the meters at the 
head of the record track and you can hear them in the control booth. 

NOTE: You will not be able to hear anything from the record booth unless you “record enable” your 
tracks first.
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Setting Up the Microphone Pre Amplifier
The microphone pre-amplifier controls the levels from the microphone. It is located in a rack under the 

desk to the right. To set it up follow the settings in the diagram below:

Setting Up Talkback and PT Monitoring 

Talkback allows the control booth to communicate with the talent in the recording booth.
Pro Tools monitoring allows the talent can hear the guide track and 3 beeps from the PT session.

Microphone and Headphone
Make sure that there is microphone in the control booth that is connected to the XLR cable. If there is no 

mic., get one from the lab assistants.

There should also be set of headphones in the record booth. 

Ultra Compact Monitor Headphone Amplifier
All talkback and PT monitor sound is controlled from the Ultra Compact Monitor Headphone Amplifier.

You can control the level of the talkback with the knob labeled “Talkback”. 
Make sure you turn the talk back down when you are recording ADR.

You can control the level of the PT Monitoring with the knob labeled “PT Monitor”.
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Ultra Compact Monitor Headphone Amplifier

Talkback PT Mon.

Microphone Pre Amplifier

1. Mic: On (button down)
2. Norm: On (button up)
3. Mic Gain set at 12 o’clock

1. Meter should not clip 
2. Gain set at 12 o’clock

3.

2. 2.

1. 1.



Troubleshooting:
If the talent cannot hear anything on the headphones.

Make sure the level controls on the “Talkback” and “PT Monitor” are turned up.

Make sure the headphones are properly connected.

Setting Up The Digi- 002 Mixer
The Digi-002 is a digital mixer that will be used in the ADR process to set proper “record” and “monitoring”  
levels. 

“Record levels” are the levels at which you will be recording the ADR. Though you can raise
and lower these levels on the Digi-002, you will be monitoring them on the meter you have
set-up in your pro tools session. 

“Monitor levels” these are the levels at which you are listening back to the ADR in the control 
room as it is being recorded. These levels are independent of the record levels and are 
equivalent to the “headphone levels” on the Fostex.

Setting-up the “record” and “monitor” function
Make sure the “Mic. Selector” button on Digi 002 is up, set to “Line”.  (See #1 below).
The “Input Gain control” (See #2 below) controls your record levels.  

Start off by setting the knob at 12 o’clock and turn it up or down depending on the strength of your 
record levels.

The “Monitor Level control” (See #3 below) controls the levels at which you monitor the sound in the 
control room. Set it to 12 o’clock and turn it up or down according to your listening satisfaction.

Make sure the “Mute” switch is “off”. (See #4 below)

“Record enable” your record track in Pro Tools by clicking on the the red “rec” button at head 
of the record track.
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Important: If you do not “record enable” your “rec. track” you will not be able to hear anything 
from the record booth.

As soon as you have record enabled your track you should be able to hear the talent in the control booth  
and you should be able to see some level activity in the meter at the head of the track and on the meter 
bridge you set-up on the “record track” as a plug in.

Note: If you do not hear anything in the control booth after record enabling the track, 
check the troubleshooting section below.

Setting the Monitor and Record Levels
Once you can hear the talent in the control booth, you can set your monitor and record levels.

Have the talent repeat some of the lines he/she will be recording, and lower or raise the 
“Monitor Levels” (#3 above) to a comfortable level. 

Note: Your Monitor Levels should be loud enough so that you can clearly hear problems
with the recorded sound (unwanted noise, presence because talent is too 
close to the microphone, etc...).

Once you have set your monitor levels, you can set your record levels.

While the talent is repeating some of the ADR lines, raise or lower the “input Gain control” on the
Digi 002 (see #2 above) until the needle on the “meter bridge” plugin averages around “-5 db”.

Note: Average dialogue levels should register between “-10” and “0 db” on the meters, 
with the optimal levels being around “-5 db”.

Troubleshooting

You cannot hear the talent in the control booth.
Make sure your record track is “record” enabled.

Make sure the “Line selector switch” on the Digi 002 is turned “on” .

Make sure the “monitor level control” is turned up.

Make sure the Microphone Pre-Amp. is properly set with the “Mic Gain” and “Gain” set to 12 o’clock

Make sure the “monitor level control” is turned up on the Digi 002.
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Make sure the the Mic inputs are set correctly in Pro Tools.
a. In “Display” menu select “Edit Window Shows” and then “I/O Views”
b. Click on the top button (Input) in the I/O Input at the 

head of your ADR track and select “Mic 1”

You Cannot Hear any Audio from PT:

Make sure the “mute” button is “off” on the Digi 002.

The talent cannot hear the guide track from PT:
Make sure the “PT Monitor” knob is turned up on the Ultra Compact Monitor Headphone Amplifier.

Setting Up the 3 Beeps and Guide Line
The process is simple.The talent hears the line that needs to be replaced followed by three evenly 

spaced beeps and where the fourth beep would fall the talent repeats the line in synch with the 
picture that corresponds to where the line would be. 

Import the “ADR 3 beeps” file from the
“Beeps and Tones” folder on the “Q” drive.

Place that file on the “ADR Guide” track 
(See # 1) so that  where the missing fourth 
beep would line up with the beginning of 
the line you are seeking to replace. (See # 2)

Copy and paste the line you need to ADR
to that actor’s ADR track right before the 
first beep. (See  # 3)

“Single” your ADR Guide track and your ADR
track. (See # 4)

Click and drag with the selector tool in the
ADR track to highlight the area from
before the ADR guideline to a little after
the line you are replacing. (See # 5) 

Note: You might have to adjust the timing on some of the above elements depending on the talent 
feels comfortable doing the ADR. 
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Setting Up Pro Tools for Loop Record
The “Loop Record” function allows you to do multiple takes in a continuous mode so you don’t 

have to stop and restart after every take.

Turn on the “Loop Record” record function.
Right click on the “Play” button and select “Loop” in the pull down menu.

Record enable the track by clicking on the the red “rec” button at the head of the track.

Note: Make sure you have good levels.

In the “Editing” section of the “Preferences” you will also
want to uncheck the box labeled”Include Take Region
Lengths that Match” (See A.)

Record enable Pro Tools by clicking on the red circle in the transport.
When you are ready to record, click on the “play” button.

Pro Tools will just keep recording take after take. When you are done press the stop button.

To access the takes, right click on the ADR you just recorded. 
It will reveal a window that will list all your takes.
By clicking on a take it will appear in the time line.
The takes are also listed in your projects bin.

You can access the takes by first selecting the first take,
and then using the “trimmer” tool to extend the clip from
left to right. This will reveal all the other takes.
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Editing ADR to Match the Original Production Sound
In an ideal world all your ADR should sync perfectly to the picture. Unfortunately we don’t live in a 
perfect world. Not only will your ADR not always sync-up, but the performance will not always be
what you want it to be.

You therefore will probably have to edit the ADR for both sync and performance.
1. Check your ADR Log Sheet and line up your good takes under the line that is being replaced.

a. Compare the “sound envelopes” to determine how well they sync together.
Note: Remember that you should be more concerned with performance than sync. 

You can have great sync, but if the performance is “off”, then the scene will feel “off”. 
At this point you might have to make adjustments in the ADR line so that it may sync with the 
production sound, especially if the performance is good, but the sync is off.
You might even, for performance and/or sync reasons, have to combine elements from 

different takes.
b. Besides visually comparing the envelope of the ADR line with that of the production audio, 

another good way you can check the sync is to play them back together at the same time. 
If they play back together as one without any noticeable shift in the sound quality then 
they are in sync. 
If you do hear a discrepancy between the two, then you will have to physically modify the ADR 
so that it fits the production audio.

2. The easiest way to alter the ADR to match the production audio is to use the Vocalign plugin.

a.Once you have lined up your ADR under your production audio, select the Vocalign plugin that is 
in the “Other”  folder under the “Audio Suite” menu.

i. Highlight the production audio.
ii. Click on “Guide” 
iii. Click on “Capture”
iv. Repeat the same process for 

the ADR line except that instead
of selecting “guide” select “dub”.

v. Once both clips appear in the window,
select the track to which you want 
to send the rendered/modified ADR clip.
(Usually you would select the track 
after the ADR track.) If you do not 
designate a track, PT will render it over
the original ADR clip.

vi. You can also select the degree of processing 
that you want applied to the ADR clip.

,         vii. Click on “Process”
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iix. Once the clip is rendered, its modified version
will appear on the designated target track.

3. If the Vocalign plugin does not work to your satisfaction your next option is to edit the ADR manually
using the “insert tool” to match up the ADR with the production audio.

a. In some cases you might need to shrink or expand a worse or a part of a word to make the
match. 

In order to do this you can use the “Time Compression- Expansion” plug-in. 
i. Highlight the area you want to compress or expand.

ii. Open the “Time Compression Expansion” plug in that is located in the “Other” folder under
the “Audio Suite” menu.

iii. In the plugin’s dialogue box you can enter the percentage you would like to stretch 
or shrink the sound. 

- Dialogue starts to pitch shift and/or flange if stretched more than 30%. 
iv. Once you have entered the percentage click on the “process” button.
v. Check to see how it syncs up. If it is still off, repeat the above procedure until you get it right.

Processing the ADR
In order for ADR (which as been recorded clean in a studio environment) to sound like 
production audio you will have to equalize it.

1. Place each character you’ve ADR’d on their own track and label the track accordingly.
You will want to create separate tracks for interior and exterior scenes
i.e., “ADR Mr Smith ext.”, “ADR Mr. Smith int.”

Note: For more detailed information about the use of the EQ plugin, please refer 
to the “Premix” manual.

2. Open a “real time” EQ on each track:
Click on the “Edit Window View

selector" icon (A) and select “Inserts” (B)
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3. The “Insert View” will appear at the head of the tracks.

a. Click on one of the tabs in the insert view, 
and select the EQ plugin folder. 

b. Select the “7- Band EQ 3 (mono)”.

.

4. First roll off the lows until your ADR sounds more like 
production track.

a. Pull the first red “key point” all the way down
and pull it to the right to about 100 Hz.

Depending on the bassiness of the voice it should 
be anywhere between 80 hz and 240 hz.

Note: If the voice starts to sound too thin or tiny,
you know you have gone too far to the right.

5. You might also want to add some of the highs
if your character is outdoors. 

a. Pull the last blue keypoint up slightly 
about 3 Db around 5000 Hz.

Listen to the ADR and if necessary raise it
more until it sounds right. .

6. You might want to roll off the highs if the character 
is indoors.

a. Pull the the blue keypoint down about 3 Db
around 3k a little below 5 khz.
Note: If the voice starts to sound too “dull”,

slide the blue keypoint towards the
right until it sounds right.
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7. If the voice sounds “too present” (It sounds too “close”.) 
you can use a “notch” and notch out the ADR 
between 1500 and 2500 hz. 
a. Place the green keypoint at around 1000 HZ
b. Pull it down to about -6 Db         
c. Slide it slowly towards the right until it sounds right.

NOTE: Setting the right EQ is not an exact science. It involved a lot of experimentation and experience. 
The hardest it when you actually try to match the ADR with production audio that has remained 
in the scene. It usually involves “dirtying up” the ADR to match the production audio.

Evaluating the ADR
Since you have been working closely on the ADR, it will be difficult for you or a member of 
the post team to evaluate if it works. 

If one knows it’s ADR, one tends to be overly aware and critical of it. 
The best way therefore to test ADR is to show it to someone who does not know your film and
does not know you’ve used ADR in the film. 

- Don’t tell them why you are showing it. 
Before you show it, make  sure you equalize it properly and lay down an ambience track 

below the ADR so that the scene sounds natural.
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